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Tool Gas Torch
Flamethrower Butane

Burner for BBQ Camping
Outdoor

Special Price

$11.99 was

$15.99
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Short Description

It can use any manufacturers butane canister what has a metal ring around the top of it with about a 1/2" slit
missing.(Canister with snap joint)

Description

It can use any manufacturers butane canister what has a metal ring around the top of it with about a 1/2" slit
missing.(Canister with snap joint)

Features

Features:
** Automatic ignition: Automatic electronic ignition, piezo ignition design, safe and easy to use.
** Adjustable flame: The flame temperature can be up to 2372°/1300°, you can adjust the flame size for
different purposes.
** Safety lock:  A safety lock prevents the gas torch flame thrower butane ignition from activating
accidentally, safe for use.
** Compatible: Compatible with most butane gas tank. (Note: the butane gas tank is not included)
** Widely use: Can be used indoor and outdoor for different purposes, such as jewelry processing, drying,
camping, grilling seafood, melting, toasting breads, make fire, soldering etc.

Specifications

Material: plastic+stainless steel
Main color: white/black+orange/golden+silver
Length: 175mm
Flame temperature: 1300°
Combustion value: 50 -140g / h, A can of gas can use 1.6 to 2 hours continuously
Package list: 1*culinary butane burner torch

1. The butane gas tank is not included.
2. Power off when you replace butane gas. 
3. Be sure no gas is leaking before using.
4. Please keep the butane torch away from the fire and kids. 
5. Do not make the item inverted when in use.
6. Please do not touch the stainless steel head of the item when in use or after using.
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Additional Information

Brand AE

SKU AE-BUTANE-O-D

Weight 0.2000

Color Black/Orange

Special Price $11.99


